Abstract. FeCoBSi amorphous thin films containing circular antidots are fabricated on the silicon substrate by photolithography, DC magnetron sputtering and lift-off patterning. The films are divided into several micro-regions by antidots which have different demagnetizing field. The magnetic properties of these thin films are studied by measurement of the dynamic magnetic spectrum and hysteresis loop. The demagnetizing field in micro-regions deteriorates macroscopic uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (UMA). Diverse resonance peaks are found for various antidots. The dipolar coupling among micro-regions and the natural resonance independent part of micro-regions determine the dynamic magnetic spectrum together. The mechanisms of ferromagnetic resonance are proposed to be related to the special domain structure caused by the demagnetizing field in corresponding micro-regions. In order to study the configuration of magnetic moments in micro-regions, the object oriented micromagnetic framework (OOMMF) is used to simulate the dynamic magnetization process.
Introduction
Ferromagnetic thin films with periodic arrangements of holes, so called antidote lattices, have been broadly investigated in the last decade [1] [2] [3] . Patterning holes into ferromagnetic thin films is a simple and effective way to engineer magnetic properties. Since antidots can reshape the demagnetizing fields in thin-film structures and pin domain walls, the anisotropies [4, 5] , switching characteristics [6] , coercivities [7] , and remanences [8] of ferromagnetic thin films can be adjusted.
The anistropies in as-deposited amorphous films mainly include shape anisotropy caused by antidots, and induced anisotropy caused during fabrication. Shape anisotropy mainly works in regions where the magnetization remains uniform and rotates coherently [9] . Therefore, one of the precondition to efficiently control the anisotropy field by micro-region is to prevent the formation of multidomain in the thickness direction of the film.
It is known that the FMR is determined by saturation magnetization (M s ), anisotropic field (H e ), and damping factor (α). For continuous FeCoBSi amorphous films, there is usually only one FMR peak in 0.5 GHz ~ 12 GHz caused by its own material characteristic. In the past decade, researchers have tried various methods to control the factors mentioned above to achieve the required FMR performances [10] [11] [12] . Various spin wave modes have been discovered in patterned films and designated as the reason of multi-peak resonance. Studies of spin dynamics in positive dots and wire structures have shown that spin wave will be confined by lateral boundaries [13] and domain walls [14] . In amorphous thin films, magnetic anisotropy will not be affected by crystal structure, so the main contribution to construct magnetic domains comes from antidots and other induced characteristics.
In our previous work [15] , the effect of rectanglar antidots on resonance frequency of thin film has been analyzed. In this work, we discuss the relationship between introduced anisotropy and shape anisotropy. Films with different kinds of antidots are prepared to prove the validity of the analyze method we have proposed, which provides a way to design the antidots patterns in ferromagnetic amorphous thin film.
Experiment
Fe 66 Co 17 B 16 Si 1 amorphous thin films of circular antidots lattices respectively were fabricated on the silicon substrate by photolithography, DC magnetron sputtering and lift-off patterning. The size of antidots and distance between them are shown in Fig. 1 . In the sputtering process, the base pressure was less than 5 × 10 -4 Pa, the sputtering voltage was 0.3 kV, and the sputtering current was 0.15 A. A magnetic field (H a ) of 1.2 × 10 6 A/m was applied during the sputtering process to induce an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy. Fig. 1 . The SEM photo of films containing circular antidots with antidots diameter 2 μm and distance 3.5 μm. The morphology of the films was observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM). The microwave permeabilities of these films in remanent state were obtained by vector network analyzer (VNA) using shorted microstrip-line method without bias field. In the test process, the perturbation field h goes along the x-axis. To measure the hysteresis loops of in-plane easy and hard axis of these films by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), the samples were cut into 5 mm × 5 mm pieces.
Results and discussion
In continuous amorphous FeCoB films, the applied field in depositing process will introduce an induced anisotropy which makes the continuous film possessing an UMA character [16] . However, when antidots are introduced into the films, the macroscopic UMA is destroyed. We had indicated there is no obviously differences between the hysteresis loops tested at two directions (easy axis and hard axis) of the rectangular samples. It is illustrated that the macroscopic UMA is no longer existent. However, during deposition, the applied field has affected the atomic arrangement. In order to verify the influence of induced anisotropy, the hysteresis loops of circular antidots samples are measured by VSM, and shown in Fig. 2 . In the two measured directions, there is no shape anisotropy. The remanence of easy axis is larger than hard axis obviously. Therefore, the growth trend of atom introduced by applied field in depositing process is still existing. Which means in micro-region, the effective anisotropy maybe still formed by the introduced anisotropy and shape anisotropy. 
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From Fig.2 , we can find in each hysteresis loop of easy axis, there is a step in the second and forth quadrant. This step is obvious in the 80 nm sample especially. This phenomenon indicates that there are two regions with the different difficulties of magnetization. The coupling region and main region are corresponding to the region in Fig.3 . The coupling region is about 1/2 of the main region. Due to the demagnetizing field, the coercivity of the coupling region is less than the main region.
In order to understand the configuration of magnetic moments in films with antidots under the perturbation field, OOMMF is used to simulate the dynamic magnetization. The periodic boundary condition 2D_pbc module was introduced to mimic the infinite-size state in two in-plane dimensions. The dynamic magnetization process of films with different antidots are simulated at their measured resonance frequency. The films are magnetized to saturation along y axis as the initial state. A perturbation field with 0.006 mT amplitude is applied along the x-axis. The exchange constant is set as 1 × 10 -11 J·m -1 . The saturation magnetization is 1.5 × 10 6 A·m -1 . The x-y cell size is 10 nm × 10 nm and z cell size is 10 nm. The uniaxial anisotropy energy is considered to be 2000 J·m -3 [17] . In Fig. 3 , the image shows that simulated model is consisting of 4 units. For films with same composition, their saturation magnetizations can be considered as the same. So the differences of dynamic magnetic properties for our samples are mainly caused by anisotropy field. In order to analyze the anisotropy, the films with antidots are divided into two micro-regions. The micro-regions are marked in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 The configuration of magnetic moments in micro-regions got by OOMMF for the film of circular antidots at 5.25 GHz. The micro-regions are determined by the demagnetizing field and the magnetic moment configuration. It is found that the configuration of magnetic moments is periodic and regional. The magnetic moments in thin film with circular antidots are inclined towards the direction of H a , which is close to the streak structure in thin film. Then, the film with circular antidots is divided into coupling region and main region (the region with the aligned configuration of magnetic moment). The antidots shape-dependent demagnetizing energy plays an important role. Bedanta and Mallick have certified the effect of some kinds of antidot on domains by experiment which is related to the effective anisotropy field [18] .
On account of the effect of shape anisotropy and introduced anisotropy, the effect anisotropy will diverge from the induced easy axis. In order to analyze this effect, the complex permeability related to saturation magnetization and effective anisotropy field can be gotten by equation (1) 
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio considered to be 2.8 × 10 9 Hz/T, ω is the angular frequency, and H e is effective field. Moreover, N x , N y , and N z are on behalf of the demagnetization factors along each axial direction corresponding to the coordinate shown in Fig. 4 respectively. According to the hypothesis of equation (1), the magnetic moments are assumed to align in the direction perpendicular to h (along with the y-axis). In measuring process, the film was treated as an unbroken uniform material. Hence, the measured permeability should be proportional to the superficial area percentage of the aligned magnetic moments in each region. For example, according to the volume percentage of the main region in Fig.3 , the measured permeability value is about 40% (2 μm/5.5 μm) of its' theoretical value, on the assumption that there is no coupling. Fig. 4 The sketch map of film in the coordinate system. The plane of film is in the x, y plane, and the thickness direction is along the z-axis.
Then, the numerical values of M s = 1.5 × 10 6 A·m -1 and H e = 3200 A·m -1 in continuous film are treated as the effective value in films with antidots. And, the demagnetization factors can be obtained by [20] 
where a, b, c stand for the side length along the x, y, z-axis respectively. According to equation (1) and (2), the resonant frequency of micro-region can be calculated. Fig. 5 . After the continuous films are separated by antidots, the positions of resonance peaks hardly move with the thicknesses of films. Only one broad peak is presented in Fig. 4 (b) . This phenomenon is consistent to our analysis in Fig. 3 . The imaginary part permeabilities of our films with circular antidots are similar to the results of films with streak patterns in Ref. [21] . It can be inferred that the configuration of magnetic moments (domain structure) is one of the determinant factor of dynamic magnetic properties.
Although the regions have been divided as shown in Fig. 3 , their shape factors are different. In this case, the 40 nm-thick film is used as an example to describe the shape factors with length of a, b, c as listed in Table 1 . In accordance with specific conditions, the length along with y-axis of the main regions is treated as infinite. Because b is the same with the width of the thin film which is equal to 5 mm, that much larger than a and c. In previously work, we has investigated the thcknesses of thin films with rectangular rarely affect the resonance frequencies. According to equation (1) and (2), the resonance frequencies should increase with the thicknesses. But, the resonance frequencies almost stay the same, because the anisotropy field is reduced by the dipole coupling between regions. Fig. 6 The fitting result of 40 nm-thick film with circular antidots. By bringing the values of Table 1 into equation (1), the fitting result of the main region is gotten and shown in Fig. 6 . The amplitude is multiplied by 0.4 for its superficial area percentage. Since the regions are closely connected, coupling probably exists among them. The coupling makes the resonant frequency of each region offset. According to equation (1), when the direction of magnetic moments is parallel to H e (perpendicular to perturbation field h), the position of resonant frequency is the highest. This is why the coupling regions are all on the left side of main region in Fig. 5(b) .
Summary
Diverse resonance peaks are presented for different antidots in ferromagnetic thin film. The dynamic magnetic spectrum of these ferromagnetic films is influenced by dipolar coupling among micro-regions and natural resonance in the independent part of micro-regions. The mechanisms of ferromagnetic resonance are proposed to be related to the special domain structure what is caused by the demagnetizing field in micro-region. In these micro-regions, shape anisotropy is the main influence factor, and induced anisotropy plays a supplementary role. Based on these analyses, FMR can be controlled by micro-region in amorphous thin films.
